Climate Lockdowns: New CO2 Monitoring Credit Card Enables
Tracking Of ‘Carbon Footprint on Every Purchase, Monitors & Cuts
Off Spending When We Hit Our Carbon Max’ –
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Note from Pastor Kevin Lea: We can increasingly discern the methods by which the globalists
conspire to seize control of the world by culling the masses and enslaving whoever remains. We now
know that Fauci funded the creation of the CoV-SARS-2 engineered virus that was released on the
world in late 2019. The globalists, assisted by our governments, medical authorities, and the media,
then generated worldwide fear over the so-called “pandemic” to manipulate the masses into
submitting to draconian controls that created widespread misery and economic devastation. They then
spread the lie that the only way back to normal was to take the “vaccine,” an untested, experimental
gene therapy shot, coupled with a global tracking system. Now we see them using vaccine passports to
coerce the remaining “vaccine hesitant” by denying them employment and access to the rest of society
if they continue to refuse the shot.
We also see them fearmongering over another “global” problem – climate change. This time, they are
working to mandate a carbon credit card (skipping over the voluntary phase). When fully
implemented, the few global elite will be able to reap massive profits and control the buying and
selling of those over whom they rule.
Neither the vaccine passport nor the carbon credit card is the “Mark of the Beast.” They are, however,
setting the stage by putting these digital systems into place. In the future, the world leader (antichrist)
will add a requirement for everyone on the planet to take his name on their hand or forehead and bow
to his image or their card/passport will be cancelled (Revelation 13:16-18). That will be the mark of
the beast and all those who take the “Mark” to stay in the system will be damned forever (Revelation
14:9-10).
The technical revolution has literally brought us to the doorstep of literal Bible prophecy fulfillment
for the first time in 1900 years. Jesus must be coming soon to take His Bride, the Church, to heaven
with Him. Are you ready? Is Jesus your Lord and Savior? If not, there is not much time to repent and
confess your sins against Him and to call upon His name to receive His forgiveness by faith.
The World Economic Forum praised Doconomy. “While many of us are aware that we need to
reduce our carbon footprint, advice on doing so can seem nebulous and keeping a tab is difficult.
DO monitors and cuts off spending when we hit our carbon max.”
#
Climate Depot’s Marc Morano: “This CO2 monitoring credit card will begin as a ‘voluntary’
measure with no ‘mandate.’ But how long until this CO2 card will be mandated by big
corporations in collusion with governments? Given how the climate activists are aping the
COVID lockdowns, expect this credit card to be mandatory under a ‘climate emergency.’” See:
Journal Nature: COVID lockdowns are key to begin ‘personal carbon allowances’: ‘Restrictions on
individuals…that were unthinkable only 1 year before’ have us ‘more prepared to accept tracking &
limitations’ to ‘achieve a safer climate’
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Get ready for a Chinese-style social credit system scoring when it comes to your personal spending
habits and how they impact “climate change.” A new credit card called Doconomy, has launched that
is “working in tight collaboration with Mastercard” and an alliance with the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is now available so you can monitor your personal CO2
budget on every purchase you make.
The new CO2 monitoring Mastercard called Doconomy debuted in order to enable “all users to track,
measure and understand their impact by presenting their carbon footprint on every purchase.”
The credit cards feature the slogan on them reading “DO. Everyday Climate Action” and have a
personal pledge on the rear of the card boasting: “I am taking responsibility for every transaction I
make to help protect the planet.” The Mastercards feature the UN Global Climate Action logo on them
as well.
The World Economic Forum praised Doconomy. “While many of us are aware that we need to reduce
our carbon footprint, advice on doing so can seem nebulous and keeping a tab is difficult. DO monitors
and cuts off spending, when we hit our carbon max,” the World Economic Forum wrote on the
Doconomy CO2 monitoring website.
The Doconomy credit card website explains: “With fat, sugar and salt levels labeled on food we buy,
why shouldn’t our CO2 emissions be just as visible?” asks the Doconomy website. “This type of
information shouldn’t be a premium or luxury that consumers pay for, but rather an essential part of
every shopping journey.” The website details how the credit card will help consumers “understand
their impact by presenting their carbon footprint on every purchase.”
Mathias Wikström, the CEO of Doconomy, explained,” Reducing carbon emissions needs to be
prioritized by all parties. At Doconomy we are proud to engage and educate around our lifestyle’s
impact on the planet…The financial sector has developed a tremendous efficiency. Now that same
force can address the planetary fragility.”
This new CO2 monitoring credit card follows on the heels of the new study in the Journal Nature in
August 2021 calling for “personal carbon allowances” that would monitor individuals’ CO2 emissions
through smart meters and tracking apps.
Doconomy’s new CO2 monitoring card boasts that it has started “providing 90 million consumers with
carbon footprint insights.” The credit card was launched with the aim of “educating all consumers
around climate impact information as a first step towards driving awareness around the climate crisis.”
The Doconomy CO2 credit card website claims it is the “largest initiative ever taken by a bank in
educating its users on the impact of consumption.”
“Working in tight collaboration with Mastercard, setting a global standard for carbon calculations on
everyday transactions, and other frontrunners like Klarna in banking, Doconomy aims to reach 1
billion users by COP26 in November,” the Doconomy CO2 credit card website explains…
To read this article in its entirety, go to: https://www.climatedepot.com/2021/09/13/new-co2monitoring-credit-card-enables-tracking-of-carbon-footprint-on-every-purchase-monitors-cuts-offspending-when-we-hit-our-carbon-max-mastercard-un-join-forces/.
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